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Poland
Building reference databases and
delivering spatial information for Poland

Poland’s Head Office
of Geodesy and
Cartography (GUGiK)
is analysing user
needs and using the
experience of other
European countries
to build national
reference databases.
It is delivering a number of activities
that enable access to spatial data under
the Operational Program Digital Poland
for 2014-2020. The project Centre for
Spatial Analysis of Public Administration
(CAPAP) includes developing 3D models,
Digital Terrain and Surface Models (DTM
and DSM) and harmonisation. In addition,
it is developing generalisation and
cartographic editing tools, and maps for
the blind and visually impaired.
GUGiK is developing 3D models of
buildings for the entire country based
the central topographic database and
airborne laser scanning (ALS) data. It

is also using ALS to update its highresolution DTM (1 m) and DSM (1m
outside cities, 0.5 m in cities). National
spatial data on the border with the
Czech Republic and Slovakia is being
harmonised. The work involves verifying
and unifying the topographic objects
database (BDOT10k) with relevant
databases from these neighbouring
countries. Tools have also been
developed to enable automatic
generalisation and cartographic editing
of BDOT10k topographic objects
database to smaller scales. Furthermore,
1,288 digital topographic maps at
1:10 000 scale were delivered.
At the same time, GUGiK is creating
network services that enable spatial
analysis of data collected in the central
part of the national geodetic and
cartographic resource and developed
in the CAPAP project. In 2017, it
completed the enviDMS project in
cooperation with the Norwegian Mapping
Authority, Kartverket. Delivered under
the Operational Program Improving
Environmental Monitoring and Inspection,
financed by the Financial Mechanism of
the European Economic Area 2009-2014,
it produced 412 sheets (357 sheets at

1:50 000 scale and 55 sheets at 1:10
000 scale) of hydrographic maps. The
maps, which show water conditions
and circulation in connection with the
natural environment, its investment and
transformation, are available at www.
geoportal.gov.pl.

